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Abstract--The symmetry indonor and acceptor states in crystals i  utilized to formulate a new particle- 
like state called gapon. The relation of gapons and SU(2) symmetry is studied and symmetry breaking 
of the ground state in crystals is discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Noting that the two electronic particles, electron and hole, display similarities in their properties, 
that in recombination processes the two electronic particles eem to play a symmetric role, and 
that in the case of compensated materials the number of holes equals that of electrons (i.e. 
donor-acceptor pairs), it suggests itself that some symmetry principle be employed to account 
for such systematics. 
The isobaric space provides us with the proper background for such a scheme, which 
proves to be invariant under certain symmetries. We start by considering the donor and acceptor 
with an electron and hole, respectively, as two possible states of one and the same particle, for 
which we coin the name "gapon."  The name is only fitting since the origin of the particle 
when the formalism is extended to all possible combinations of donor-acceptor pairs is naturally 
the energy gap in the crystal. The state function of the gapon will depend on the usual variables 
(coordinate r, spin S) and on a third intrinsic variable that can assume only two values: -+i. 
A classification of electronic states in the crystal is given in terms of gapon states in the 
appropriate Hilbert space and the degree of freedom in the definition is discussed in Section 1. 
In Section 2 the formalism is found to be useful in describing higher-order states of pairs, like 
dipairs, and proves to have the additional feature of accounting for the history of the system. 
The Hamiltonian that can produce multiplets is discussed in Section 3, as well as the construction 
of the gapon state with broken symmetry. Finally, reproducing Goldstone's modes is discussed, 
observing the symmetry breaking of the ground states in the formalism. 
1. CLASSIFICATION OF ELECTRONIC STATES 
To establish notations, the regular notation of the isospin of the nucleon[l] is employed; 
that is r~, r2, "r3 would be the Pauli matrices, top and ton would be toD, toA respectively (D for 
donor, A for acceptor) and under the operation of "q, r2, 'r3, toD and toA transform exactly like 
top and t~,. The operators ½i'rk form a representation f the infinitesimal operators of the rotation 
group and as a consequence the two components of the gapon state function form an elementary 
spinor under rotations, i.e. 
g = EIA)J' 
To specify the state of the donor and acceptor (i.e. with or without an electron or hole) we 
carefully define the relevant spaces. In the case of an electron on the donor and hole on the 
acceptor the gapon is defined as a one-particle state: 
g = ge®gh = , (2) 
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or in the language of a two-particle state as 
Subsequently, if we have a donor with a hole and an acceptor with an electron, then depending 
on the language used (which has nothing to do with the formalism, and is important only for 
the interpretation as described below), the gapon is given by 
[il i0,j g = or G = ® . (4) 
These states, however, are found to be unphysical and would not be dealt with. The Hilbert 
space for (2), (3), or (4) is H2 and the symmetry group is D(½) ® D(½) = D(0) + D(1). In 
reality there is no reason why one should prefer one definition (language) over the other, and 
in general each of the two definitions (g or G), or rather the degree of freedom that exists in 
choosing the definition used, should be employed according to the information we have for the 
system and the information we wish to obtain from the system. In other words, if we define 
the gapon as a two-particle state G, we can feed information on one-particle states and obtain 
information on two-particle states. For example, insert information on the donor state and 
acceptor state, and obtain information on the pair. On the other hand, if we define the gapon 
as a one-particle state g, we can insert information on a one-particle state (e.g. the unit D-A) 
and obtain information on a higher particle state (e.g. two D-A pairs, or a dipair). 
As to the associated Hilbert space, 
H = Ho + Ht + H2 + H3 + H4, 
where Ho is the subspace for the ground states, ID+A -) or g = G = (1), H~ represents a one- 
particle state, and H2 serves as the space for a two-particle state (e.g. the case ID°A°). Obviously, 
in g language H = Ho + H~, while in G language H = Ho + H2. When extended to a case 
where one pair goes into another (e.g. D+A - --+ D°A °) we have H3 for the other pair (which 
is actually Ho in this case) and/-/4 will be the joint space of both; that is,//4 = H2 ® H3 and 
the Hilbert space is then H = Ho + H2 + H4. 
The classification of all possible electronic states in such crystals is given in Table 1. 
Note that the last three possibilities have no physical meaning (i.e. they are antibonding 
states) and therefore would not be considered. Also, states can be defined, for example, as 
ID+A o} = [o] and it is up to the reader to decide what definition to adopt and consistently stay 
with. 
2. PAIRS OF HIGHER ORDER 
We turn next to examining the extension of the systematics given to the classification of 
higher pair combinations such as pairs of pairs (dipairs), etc. It turns out that not only is it 
possible in principle to extend the gapon formalism to any order, and if desired even to account 
for construction mechanisms (e.g. in three-body associates[2]), but also that there is an additional 
feature to it. Namely, the use of gapon formalism for classification of a higher pair state enables 
us to write the higher pair such that it contains information about he history of the constructed 
system, as can be seen when tracing back the electronic states to the starting point. It should 
be quickly remarked, however, that at the present time it is actually immaterial how dipairs are 
prepared, and one is only concerned with their presence and behaviour. Thus no immediate 
usage seems to have any advantage from knowledge relating to the history of the final electronic 
states in the system. With such a disclaimer in mind we proceed to discuss construction pref- 
erences. 
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Table 1. Different possibilities for electronic states 
Symbol Hilbert g G 
Description of state of state space Language Language Rotation group 0(3) 
Donor no electron ID+A ) H0 (1) (1) D(0) 
Acceptor no hole 
Donor and electron ID~'A °) H, ® D(½) ® D(½) = D(0) • D(I) 
Acceptor and hole - 
Acceptor and hole 
AcceptorD°n°randelectr°nno ho  (D°A-} H, [~] [~] D(½) 
Donor and hole [D-A +) H, ® D(½) D l ® (~_) = D(0)~D(I)  Acceptor and electron 
Donor and hole ID-A °) H, @ D(0) D D(I) 
Acceptor and hole 
[!] I:l I:l Donor and electron ID+A+) H, ® D(0) ~ D(I) Acceptor and electron 
There are different ways to construct dipairs. It can be done by pairs, by three-body 
associates, by a combination of the latter and the former, etc. We choose to discuss the three- 
body associates approach, being the less direct and obvious one. Let us consider the respective 
energies of formation of the associates (DAD) and (ADA) and the equilibrium eqn (2): 
AE 
2(DAD) + + 2(ADA)- ~ ~ 3(DA)2, (5) 
where AE = 1.76Ep favours symmetrical plannar pairs over three-body associates. 
It would seem that when considering the higher-order associates the forms of three-body 
associates and dipairs given in (5) are at a disadvantage with respect to the gapon formalism, 
as the forms (DAD) or (ADA) do not give any information about the state of excitation of the 
electrically balanced pair. Thus we can have for (DAD) either 
(DAD) + = D+(AD) = (D+)[DOA °) 
or 
(DAD) + = D+(AD) = ID+)[D+A-), 
which are two different physical situations. Also, as will be related shortly, the final dipair 
(DA)2 has a similar disadvantage. To achieve the desired electrical situation, it seems that cases 
such as 
[D+A°)ID+A-), ID+A°)]D°A°), ID°A-)ID+A--), [D°A-)IDOA -) 
are unfit because they do not yield the correct number of constituents. It is recognized that to 
write three-body associates in the gapon language is somewhat difficult as there is a single 
unpaired state. However, this is exactly reflected in setting Eq. (5) into equilibriumt by mui- 
r Statistical properties and electronic states are usually treated independently of each other as the electronic structure 
of the system and its statistical properties are two separate problems which do not seem to affect each other. However, 
sometimes it is useful to view one problem with reservations for the other, as for example the case of Einstein's 
derivation of the domain kT >> h where Maxwell's equations are still proper, starting from the statistical distribution 
expressed in Planck's equation. 
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tiplying the three-body associates and dipairs by the appropriate coefficients without which (5) 
is meaningless. It tells us that one has to consider two (DAD)s, for example, as the basic 
constituent for the gapon when writing a single member. This result is also seen[2] when looking 
at AE in eqn (5), where symmetric planar dipairs are favored over three-body-associates. 
As to the construction of the allowed dipairs, using three-body associates we study the 
following cases: 
0f0j 
[iJ [iJ [!1 [il ° : 0 (16 entities); = ® + ® = 0 + ' 
0 
• m 
(iii) [0 ]® [0]® [ [01]® [ : ] ]  + [01]® [01]®[1] = ® + ; 
While it is clear that (i)-(iv) are the different constituents of the dipairs 3(DA)2, it is not so 
manifested in the approach given in (5). It is observed that cases (iii) and (v) cannot form 
a dipair in the same way (i) and (ii) can, which overrules existence of dipairs in which one 
pair, the electrically neutral pair in the three-body associates, is a D-A in an excited state 
(DAD) + = D+(D°A °) and the other such pair in the ground state (ADA)- = A-(D+A-), and 
vice versa. Both are either in the excited state or in the ground state. 
Thus the system expressed in the gapon formalism provides us with information about its 
history, the type of constituents, their grouping and the minimal amount needed. 
3. SYMMETRY BREAKING AND MULTIPLETS 
The usefulness of the approach becomes apparent when the experiment is considered. Here 
we find the gapon to be a conserved observable that commutes with a Hamiltonian. Resulting 
from SU(2) symmetry the Hamiltonian of the gapon is invariant under certain operations. We 
write the gapon Hamiltonian as 
H = U(r, S) + V(r, S)'r ").  ~(2), (6) 
where U, V are operators constructed from position and spin operators and 
"r°) ' "r(2) = 'r~l)'r~ 2 + -2~'(1)~(2)-2 + -3"(1)'~(2)-3 • 
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The origin of the Hamiltonian is from a potential in the SU(2) × SU(2) space that has the form 
of 
V = V0 ® •(4) ® •(4) + vl ® ~r ~) • o "12) ® •(4) ® •(4) 
+ 112 ® •(4) x x (1} • x (2) ® •(4) 
+ V3 ® (or (1~ " ~r(Z~)(x 1~ • 'r (2)) ® •(4) + V4512 (~ •(4) 
-}- V 5 (~ SI2 (~ x (I) " 'T (2), (7) 
where $12 = 3/r2(o r~) " r)({r (2~ • r) - ~r tj~ • ~r ~z) ® •(4) and where 'ri are the SU(2) matrices 
of the gapon, and though similar in form should not be taken as the isotropic spin matrices for 
the nucleon, as for example V2 is different from the strong interaction potential. $
Once the potential is known, the Hamiltonian follows and can be applied to the states 
HIGs> = (U + v)lGs), (8) 
H[GA) = (U - 3V)IGA>, (9) 
where the subscripts S, A indicate symmetric, antisymmetric combinations respectively. 
Obviously triplet states are obtained from eqn (8) and a singlet state with a different energy 
from eqn (9). 
A possible combination for Gs, GA can for example be 
1 /~( ID+A°) [D°A ) -+ [D°A-)[D+A°)). (lO) 
It is easy to see that the two states constituting (10) are degenerate in energy if the donor and 
acceptor levels lie equidistantly from the corresponding bands (e.g. in compensated materials). 
Thus, not surprisingly it seems appropriate to build an SU(2) symmetry for such states, which 
even though degenerate in energy and therefore ID°A °) is a state of a singlet or a triplet, should 
not have the multiplets eparated. If on the other hand their distance from the band is not equal 
then we focus our attention first on those which are only slightly perturbed from the former 
case. There we have an almost SU(2) symmetry, or as is frequently called, a broken symmetry, 
and the multiplets are separated. It is noted that in the real physical world the latter case is 
more likely to exist, so that most of the impurity crystals have a pr io r i  split states which is for 
the experiment to verify. 
Finally, the symmetry breakdown, when the ground states in the formalism are considered, 
is of additional speculative interest. Namely, if we note the analogy between Goldstone's theorem 
[(4)] and our formalism,t then with the ground states violating the symmetry should be associated 
a zero-mass particle or some lattice modes. 
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is yet to be found. For further discussion the reader is referred to [3]. 
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